
SHOWS AND EVENTS

Saturday April 28th

The judges for the show were Ms. Renata Schibler from 
Switzerland, Mr. Emrys Jones from the United Kingdom, 
Mr. Gerard Patty from Canada and Mr. Gideon Reisel 
from the Netherlands. On Saturday the two-day event 
started at 9.30am with the Liberty class. There was only 
one competitor and therefore the impressive Ekstern-son 
Esfahan (out of El Fatha), bred by Janów Podlaski from 
Poland and owned and presented by Koen Hennekens from 
Belgium, took the win. A very showy bay stallion who took 
“liberty” a bit too serious by escaping to the collecting ring. 
The impeccable skills of his presenter however brought him 
back in line and although the only horse of the class, the 
trophy was a well-deserved award.

It was then up to the first group of yearling colts to make their 
appearance. Four youngsters entered into the arena and the 
first place went to Justify KA (QR Marc x Jolfa de Nautiac), 
bred and owned by Knocke Arabians from Belgium. This 
exotic bay colt immediately was the eye-catcher of the group 
for me, with his extreme head and compact physique. He 
was followed by a great stable mate: Bacchus KA (QR Marc 
x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil), also bred and owned by Knocke 
Arabians. This grey boy is from a very nice dam, all-round 
performing in both sport (endurance) and show. Number 
three of the group was Aja El Dorado (AJ Mardan x Aja 
Estrella), bred by Aja Arabians from the United Kingdom 
and owned by Ajman Stud from Ajman (UAE). This grey 
colt is quite tall for his age but very well balanced. The 
debutant Cadanz Ghazal (Shiraz de Lafon x Cadanz 

Spring kicks off with sprouting of colourful tulips and the European show season for Arabian horses 

traditionally kicks off with the event where these beautiful, characteristic Dutch spring flowers are combined 

with the elegance of the Arabian horse: the Tulip Cup. It was this year on the 28th and 29th of April 2018, 

that Forelock’s Arabians’ Wendy Jane Delvalle and her sister Kim Maureen Delvalle, together with a very 

enthusiastic team, again organized this wonderful show; and friends and lovers of the Arabian horse from 

all over the world gathered around the arena at the National Hippic Center in Ermelo.
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Djamilah) of Cadanz Arabians from the Netherlands 
closed the lines. There was a very good synergy between this 
chestnut colt and his presenter Janou Vogels.

Three competitors in the subsequent group of yearling colts, 
where the very showy, dark bay CBA Illias (Lawrence El 
Gazal x Ilena El Aryes) conquered the first place for his 
breeder and owner Claus Bouché of Bouché Arabians from 
France. This typical youngster was really dancing in the 
ring, almost floating. On the second place it was the matured 
AJ Elaf (AJ Mardan x AJ Estrella), bred and owned by 
Ajman Stud, followed by a still insecure Ace Ventura (SMA 
Magic One x BS Aisha), bred and owned by Ms. Wenche 
Roefs from Belgium.

A very nice, strong class of two-year old colts then followed. 
It was the bay, bold and beautiful Badi Athbah (EKS 
Alihandro x Fedora RG), bred by Athbah Stud from Saudi 
Arabia and owned by Sheikh Nawaf bin Nasser Al Thani 
from Qatar, who took pole position, with the first 20 of the 
day for his excellent movements. Close to this number one 
followed Emperor KA (QR Marc x Exposita KA), bred 
and owned by Knocke Arabians. A nicely typical bay colt 
that is closely line bred to his sire. The chestnut Muntasir 
J (Excalibur EA x Mississippi J), bred by Jadem Arabians 
from Belgium and owned by Mr. R. Vakhnin from Israel, 
has a beautiful exotic face but moved a bit wide, although 
nevertheless convinced the judges with a great overall 
score. Ghazyr PKA (Al Ghazali AA x Ydola F), bred and 
owned by Ms. Petra Mulder of PeKa Arabians from the 
Netherlands , was a bit insecure in the arena and was placed 
fourth. This big chestnut is very correctly build with a short 
head, long neck and beautiful eyes. The grey Dahman Al 
Mahder (Mahder Al Jamal x Dahlia), bred and owned by 
Ms. Paula Böhmer from the Netherlands, moved very well 
and has a nice arched neck and refined type, but he obviously 
had shot his wad in the stable/collecting ring. Percival STC 
(Excalibur EA x Psytanium’s Mist), bred and owned by 
Schoukens Training Center from Belgium, took the sixth 

place, followed by Bel Padash (EKS Alihandro x Pataya 
OS), bred by Beluga Arabians from Germany and owned by 
Mr. K. Theys from Belgium.

Two competitors showed up in the subsequent class of three-year 
old colts and it was by far that Marwadee Del Mar (Wadee 
Al Shaqab x Avalon Kortana), bred by Ms. S. Hervieu from 
France and owned by Del Mar Arabians from France, won 
this class. This colt has a very nice dark bay colour, a refined 
type with a great neck and a very remarkable head with nice, 
almost sculptured eye sockets. Ghaith Al Zobair (RFI Farid x 
Fazea Al Zobair) became second. A very nice bay colt as well, 
that even rose above the number one on head and type (with 
two times 20 on head) but in the end lost mainly on points for 
neck and body and topline.

In the first group of ultra-youngsters, the foals, it unfortunately 
was only one colt foal that entered the arena. This little grey, 
Gold Medal champion Farrao (AJ Dinar x Ferrgie), bred and 
owned by Ms. Paula Böhmer, moved very well balanced with 
an already impressive front. 

The class of filly foals consisted of two competitors and there it 
was an extravagant beauty that won the first place and thus 
the Gold Medal: the picturesque Jaydan’s Yuliah (RFI Farid x 
Forelock’s Yuliette), bred and owned by Mr. Ray Pietersen and 
Ms. Janine Visser of Jaydan Arabians from the Netherlands. 
A very showy filly foal, with a nice neck, very pretty face, big 
black eyes and refined nose. The more older Ero’s Arya (Al Ayal 
AA x Raville P), bred and owned by the Van Duyvenbode 
family from the Netherlands, earned a well-deserved second 
place and Silver Medal.

Farrao and Jaydan’s Yuliah then competed for the Hennie 
Kuijf Trophy, the award for the Best Foal. It was the 
pretty bay Jaydan’s Yuliah that unanimously conquered this 
prestigious trophy, to great joy of her owners. A special note 
to this victory is that the foal’s dam, Forelock’s Yuliette, is the 
last horse bred by (and registered in the name of ) the late Mrs. 
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Hennie Kuijf, former matriarch at Forelock’s Arabians and 
name giver to the trophy; and the foal was also born in the 
stables of Forelock’s Arabians.

After the foal championships and a welcome, refreshing lunch 
break, the first group of  yearling fillies entered the arena. 
A combat with a very close call between two remarkably 
beautiful fillies from Knocke Arabians, that unmistakable 
were sisters! Thalina KA (QR Marc x Harmattan Thalya) 
and Sita KA (QR Marc x L Serenella) both have the same 
refinement and similar appearance but due to a slightly 
better neck, slightly better movements and a bit more show 
attitude, Thalina KA won the class.

In the second group of yearling fillies there were three 
competitors and here it was the grey Aja Deia (AJ Mardan 
x Aja Sabiba), bred by Aja Arabians and owned by Ajman 
Stud, that won the class. For me it was the second placed grey 
Joumina KA (QR Marc x Joumalia de Nautiac) of Knocke 
Arabians that really stole the show, with a very nice neck 
that she used so well and two times 20 for her impressive 
movements. The also very appealing CBA Maruja (EKS 
Alihandro x Maharani CF) of Bouché Arabians got the 
third place with a very nice score of 90.38.

The class of two-year old fillies was to start and the first 
group of six competitors appeared. A strong class with a nice 
diversity of horses that were all really well matched. With 
a unanimous 19.5 for type and a stunning two times 20 
for head, the very beautiful DA Ariyana (EKS Alihandro x 
DA Miss Justice), bred and owned by Cornelia Kolnberger 
of Diamond Arabians from Austria, won the class. Also a 
real eye-catcher to me was the number two, Thalita KA 
(QR Marc x Harmattan Thalya), bred and owned by 
Knocke Arabians and full sister to the winner of the first 
group of yearling fillies. Third place was for the very elegant 
bay filly Batalah de Cartherey (Marwan Al Shaqab x 
Badi’ah de Cartherey). An unmistakable and very nice 
Marwan daughter, that was class winner and Bronze 

Medal champion yearling fillies at the Tulip Cup in 2017, 
really maturing beautifully. The fourth place was for the bay 
Ascot DD-daughter Manayer Al Nasser (out of Masrata 
Al Nasser), bred and owned by Al Nasser Stud from Qatar. 
The very nice AJ Amandari (AJ Mardan x AJ Asyad) is a 
nice young mare that will definitely score higher next time 
if she can convey the grace from her great stand-up also 
when trotting in hand. Cadanz Faridah (Shiraz de Lafon 
x Cadanz Djamilah), bred by Cadanz Arabians from the 
Netherlands, closed this class as sixth.

Two classes were still to follow for Saturday and the 
second group of two-year old fillies showed up. Badawia 
Al Muawd (Emerald J x Mistill Al Muawd), bred by Al 
Muawd Stud from Saudi Arabia and owned by Mr. J. Sloan 
from the USA, won the class. A very remarkable filly with 
great Arabian type and super expressive face. Badawia Al 
Muawd was closely followed by the tall, bay filly Assilah Al 
Shahania (SMA Magic One x Nadira of Rohan), bred and 
owned by Al Shahania Stud from Qatar, a nicely lined filly 
with a refined type. AJ Yamama (AJ Mardan x AJ Yndirah), 
bred and owned by Ajman Stud, was by far the youngest of 
her class but with great attitude and her pretty exterior she 
nevertheless gained the third position. Talsam Al Shahania 
(WH Justice x Nashwat Al Shahania), bred and owned by 
Al Shahania Stud took the fourth place and MVH Lamise 
(D’Justin x ZA Cafirah), a grey mare of obvious Spanish 
descendant bred and owned by Ms. Megan Vergoes Houwens 
from the Netherlands, closed the class.

The last class of Saturday was also the last junior class of the 
event: the class of the three-year old fillies. Here the scores 
were all really, really close to each other. The chestnut Portia 
KA (QR Marc x Priske) of Knocke Arabians took the win 
with 91.56, and with not even 0.20 points of difference she 
was followed by the beautiful AJ Rafiqa (AJ Mardan x AJ 
Rafiha) of Ajman Stud. The Polish-bred Jawaher Lemar 
(Empire x Lanckorona), bred by Michałow Stud from Poland 
and owned by Mr. M. Jasim Al Ghemlas from Kuwait had 
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the third place and DA Little Princess (Lawrence Al Gazal 
x DA Juss Diva), bred and owned by Diamond Arabians 
from Austria, became fourth. A bit disappointing if you ask 
me, she really was one of my favourites from this class. Soraya 
AA (Al Ayal AA x Saniyyah RCA), bred by Ariela Arabians 
from Israel and owned by Mrs. Nayla Hayek of Hanaya Stud 
from Switzerland, brought this class and therewith the first 
day of the Tulip Cup to an end.

That gave all trainers, owners and audience the opportunity 
to go to their hotel or home for a nice dinner and good talk 
with a drink (or more), to reflect this first day of the Tulip 
Cup and to catch-up with each other after a long showless 
winter.

Sunday April 29th

After a good night of sleep the show started again on Sunday 
morning at 10.00am with the Classic Pleasure ridden class. 
Four combinations performed in the arena and the first 
place was won by a (for the Netherlands) familiar face, 
being Ilona Bax with the gelding AR Sinan Azim (AR 
Sivmayall x Chantal’s Aziza). The second place was for Lisa 
Heckenbücker from Germany with the snow white Shaheen 
Ibn Ashhal (Ashhal Al Rayyan x Bint Sanadiva) and his 
endless long tail. Also a good combination in my opinion was 
Cindy Bijl from the Netherlands on her very nice mare Angel 
Elegantka (Amurath Muntahi x Markitanka). The skipping 
EM Pinacolada was obviously a bit nervous which took her 
and her rider Charissa Schutte to the fourth place.

After the ridden class the class and championship of geldings 
took place. The very elegant Erogant (WH Justice x Raville 
P), bred by the Van Duyvenbode family and owned by Ms. 
Monica van Duyvenbode from the Netherlands, got the first 
place and therewith earned the Gold Medal. A gelding with 
a very good Arabian type, great movements and a nice neck. 

Although ex aequo ranked with the gold medalist, Postar 
(Om El Belissimo x Pomerania), bred by Janów Podlaski 
and owned by Lisa Heckenbücker, was placed second with the 
Silver Medal due to lower points in type. This grey machine 
really can move (hence the 20 on movements) and had a 
magnificent entrance in the presentation round. Nabeel Al 
Nasser (EKS Alihandro x Noof Al Nasser), bred by Al Nasser 
Stud and owned by Koen Hennekens, also moved great which 
was rewarded with a 20 and he got the third place and thus 
Bronze Medal. Cadanz Badir (Gilly J x Bess-Chandirah), 
bred by Cadanz Arabians and owned by F&M Arabians 
from the Netherlands) is generally known as an elegant 
gelding with a nice Arabian type and great movement. This 
time his presentation did not do him justice and the fact that 
he was “a bit” chubby may have had a role in that.

A very big group of eight 4 to 6 year old mares then entered 
into the arena, in which the chestnut Epica KA (QR Marc x 
Espadrilla), bred and owned by Knocke Arabians, took the 
win with here very beautiful front. The secondly placed AJ 
Barari (Vervaldee x La Bella Versace), bred and owned by 
Ajman Stud, has a very appealing Arabian head for which 
she was awarded with three times 20. DA Jakarta (Lawrence 
Al Gazal x DA Juss Diva) of Diamond Arabians is a lovely 
mare and a great mover with a lot of expression, she became 
third. Nirah Meia Lua (WH Justice x Niceya El Perseus), 
bred by Mrs. Helena Perroy-Ribeiro from the USA and 
owned by Sheik Mohammed bin Khalifah Al Thani from 
Qatar, became fourth in this class and to be honest she was 
my personal favourite of the group, a well build mare with 
a great exterior and exceptional Arabian type. On the fifth 
place it was F Jannah (F Sahara Ibn Shamaal x F Jalajil 
Bint Al Lahab), bred by Friedmann Arabians from Germany 
and owned by Mrs. Nayla Hayek of Hanaya Stud, ex aequo 
ranked with the as sixth placed Naksatra (Nader Al Shaqab x 
Just Diva), bred by Mr. Shailesh Sawant from Belgium and 
owned by Arabian Farm from Belgium. A very elegant mare 
that due to points for type had to acknowledge the Straight 
Egyptian Jannah as her superior. The very calm Kayra 
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Alfabia (Alfabia Aragon x Alfabia Kiyama), bred by Alfabia 
Arabians from Italy and owned by Mrs. Claudia Brugman 
of Brugman Arabians from Belgium, presented herself with a 
very down-to-earth attitude and therewith took the seventh 
place, just before CA Wila (WH Justice x CA Casey), bred by 
Calbar Arabians from Denmark and owned by Ms. Nadine 
Koo of Koo Arabians from the Netherlands; a nice mare with a 
pretty head and deep black eyes, which in my opinion received 
quite low points on movement compared to the rest of the class.

There were two groups of 4 to 6 year old stallions and in the 
first group it was Jayan de Nautiac (Shael Dream Desert x 
Joumalia de Nautiac), bred by Mrs. R. Bourasse from France 
and owned by Knocke Arabians, who won this class. The black 
beauty Sari Alo Wanah (Alfonzo x OFW Annica), bred by 
Mr. Abdullah Naser Al Khaled from Kuwait and owned by 
Mr. Abdullateef Basheer Alrasheedi from Kuwait, ranked 
second. Whit his dark coat he definitely was an appearance 
in the show ring. COF Mirajj (Marajj x OFW Hannah), 
bred by Color Of Fame Arabians from Germany and owned 
by Mrs. K. Gondesen from Germany became third. This tall 
stallion did know how to impress. KAS Gigi L’Amoroso 
(Ajman Moniscione x Sheika MAF), bred and owned by 
Ms. Wenche Roefs, presented himself well with a nice trot 
and therewith got the fourth place, just before Wanderos 
(Shanghai EA x Walida), bred by Mr. P. Redestowicz from 
Poland and owned by Mr. K. Theys from Belgium, who closed 
the first group of this class.

In the second group of 4 to 6 year old stallions the first 
place was for the very tall but very beautiful EA Arjen El 
Marwteyn (ZT Marwteyn x Ancholy Ali), bred and owned 
by Ms. Kathrin Hampe of Eos Arabians from Austria. This 
stallion has a really beautiful head with lots of expression and 
Arabian type. The second place in this class was for Wiron 
(Kabsztad x Wirka), bred by Mr. Jerzy Chrapkowski from 
Poland and owned by Dr. Anna Janas-Naze from Poland. 
This stallion was by far the best mover of the group. Another 
ZT Marwteyn-son, Mikaal C (out of Magnum’s Diva C), 

bred by Coleal Arabian Horse Farm from the USA and owned 
by Dr. Khaled Al Azmi Al Abdilly from Kuwait, became third 
and the bit feminine AJ Nayal (Al Ayal AA x Nashwah AA), 
bred by Ajman Stud and owned by Mrs. M.I. Evang from 
Norway, ended fourth.

In the subsequent class of 7 to 9 year old mares, one of the 
most exotic and feminine mares participated. This Straight 
Egyptian beauty is called Questurat Al Fawaz (Al Raheeb 
AA x HV Ramses Mishaala) and is bred by Yasin Baker 
of Kfar Arabians from Israel and owned by Mrs. Nayla 
Hayek of Hanaya Stud. Although her body and topline may 
not be the best, this very beautiful mare has lots of type and 
expression and can be recognized in the pasture as a true 
Arabian horse already from a far distance. She took the first 
place well deserved. The second place was for her stable mate, 
the Straight Egyptian with also a beautiful head that was 
rewarded with a 20: Sahara By El Wahid (El Wahid El Dine 
x Imperial Baajah), bred by Santa Bordoni from Italy and 
also owned by Mrs. Nayla Hayek of Hanaya Stud.

The last halter class of the Tulip Cup was the class of the 7 year 
and older stallions, in which Safeer By Sibilla (MG Magic 
Ghassan x Magic Sibilla), bred by Marinella Abagnale from 
Italy and owned by Mrs. Nayla Hayek, took the first place 
with his very exotic, remarkable face. Great mover and snow 
white AR Fayyim (Valerio Ibn Eternity VI x Aicha SVA), 
bred by Mrs. Isabel Lopez y van Bremen of Arabian Ranch 
from the Netherlands and owned by Ms. M. van Heiningen 
from the Netherlands, took the second place with an exact 1 
point in difference.

Just before the championships the organization of the show 
gave everyone the opportunity for a lunch break and shortly 
after the break Tom Oben of Obi Training Center presented 
the talented stallion Luigi (Kanz Albidayer x Lolita) 
in ownership of Al Shahania Stud from Qatar. A very 
pretty stallion with an incredible show attitude and great 
movements. The lucky owners of the Best Dutch Bred Horse, 
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GOLD MEDAL FILLY FOALS
JAYDAN’S YULIAH

RFI FARID | FORELOCK’S YULIETTE - B/O: MR. R. PIETERSEN & MS. J. VISSER JAYDAN ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL COLT FOALS
FARRAO

AJ DINAR | FERRGIE - B/O: MS. P. BOHMER

Mr. Ray Pietersen and Ms. Janine Visser of Jaydan Arabians 
with Jaydan’s Yuliah, won a breeding of Luigi.

Knocke Arabians raffled three breedings to QR Marc 
between the owners of the European bred and still European 
owned yearling fillies, junior mares and senior mares. Claus 
Bouché of Bouché Arabians with CBA Maruja, Marie-
Louise Strijbos-Puts of Cadanz Arabians with Cadanz 
Faridah and Nadine Koo of Koo Arabians with CA Wila 
were the lucky winners.

Then the last part of the show commenced, the championships. 
The first championships were the yearling championships 
and with the yearling fillies the unanimous Gold Medal 
champion was Aja Deia, followed by the QR Marc sisters 
Thalina KA and Sita KA with the Silver Medal and Bronze 
Medal. With the yearling colts it was Claus Bouché that won 
the Gold Medal with his colt CBA Illias, followed by Justify 
KA with the Silver Medal for Knocke Arabians and AJ Elaf 
with the Bronze Medal.

Gold Medal junior mares became the beautiful bay Assilah 
Al Shahania and the expressive Badawia Al Muawd 
gained the Silver Medal with DA Ariyana earning the 
Bronze Medal title. In the championship for junior colts it 
was Marwadee Del Mar that won the Gold Medal, with 
the Silver Medal granted to Badi Athbah and the Bronze 
Medal to Emperor KA.

AJ Barari won the Gold Medal in the senior mare 
championship and that made her class superior Epica KA 
win the Silver Medal. Despite the fact that I am happy that 
the following mare won a medal I really had hoped for a 

higher rank for her, but the beautiful Questurat Al Fawaz 
nevertheless took the Bronze Medal to Switzerland for 
her owner Mrs. Nayla Hayek. Without a doubt EA Arjen 
El Marwteyn won the Gold Medal in the championship 
for senior stallions and the Silver Medal was for Jayan de 
Nautiac. Black Sari Alo Wanah won the Bronze Medal just 
before Wiron and Safeer By Sibilla.

With the Sunday coming to an end, just three more trophies 
were to be awarded between the golden medalists of the 
show. The trophy for Best Dutch Bred Horse went to Jaydan’s 
Yuliah who therewith won her third title in two days’ time: 
Gold Medal champion filly foals, Best Foal/Hennie Kuijf 
Trophy and Best Dutch Bred Horse. The Most Classic 
Head of Champions trophy was awarded to EA Arjen El 
Marwteyn who really deserves that appreciation. 

Finally the very last trophy was to be awarded, the trophy 
that gives the name to this show, the ultimate honour a horse 
could achieve this weekend, the trophy for the Best in Show: 
the Tulip Cup. It was the audience this time that could elect 
the Best in Show by entering into the arena and stand with 
their favourite winner. Although it was a very close call with 
the filly foal Jaydan’s Yuliah, it was EA Arjen El Marwteyn 
who gathered the most fans around him and therefore he 
won the Tulip Cup.

After an exciting and fun weekend with two days of Arabian 
horse show and meeting up with old and new friends, the 
Tulip Cup 2018 was over. I think that I speak on behalf of 
all the breeders, owners, trainers and audience if I say: thank 
you team Tulip Cup for a wonderful event! We hope to see 
you all next year again for the 2019 edition! q
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GOLD MEDAL FILLY FOALS
JAYDAN’S YULIAH

RFI FARID | FORELOCK’S YULIETTE - B/O: MR. R. PIETERSEN & MS. J. VISSER JAYDAN ARABIANS

GOLD MEDAL COLT FOALS
FARRAO

AJ DINAR | FERRGIE - B/O: MS. P. BOHMER
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GOLD YEARLING FILLIES
AJA DEIA

AJ MARDAN | AJA SABIBA
B: MALCOLM & JANE HICKFORD AJA ARABIANS - O: H H SHEIKH AMMAR BIN HUMAID AL-NUAIMI, AJMAN STUD

SILVER YEARLING FILLIES
THALINA K.A.

QR MARC | HARMATTAN THALYA
B/O: MR. & MRS. GHEYSENS KNOCKE ARABIANS

BRONZE YEARLING FILLIES
SITA K.A.

QR MARC | L SERENELLA
B/O: KNOCKE ARABIANS
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GOLD YEARLING COLTS
CBA ILLIAS

LAWRENCE EL GAZAL | ILENA EL ARYES
B/O: MR. C. BOUCHÉ BOUCHÉ ARABIANS

SILVER YEARLING COLTS
JUSTIFY K.A.

QR MARC | JOLFA DE NAUTIAC
B/O:  MR. & MRS. GHEYSENS KNOCKE ARABIANS

BRONZE YEARLING COLTS
AJ ELAF

AJ MARDAN | AJ ESTRELLA
B/O: H H SHEIKH AMMAR BIN HUMAID AL- NUAIMI, AJMAN STUD
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GOLD JUNIOR FILLIES
ASSILAH AL SHAHANIA
SMA MAGIC ONE | NADIRA OF ROHAN

B/O: H.H. MOHAMMED BIN KHALIFAH AL THANI, AL SHAHANIA STUD

SILVER JUNIOR FILLIES
BADAWIA AL MUAWD
EMERALD J | MISTILL AL MUAWD

B: SONS OF ABDULLAH BIN MUHAMMED AL SUBAIE, AL MUAWD STUD
O: MR. J. SLOAN ARIA PARTNERS

BRONZE JUNIOR FILLIES
DA ARIYANA

EKS ALIHANDRO | DA MISS JUSTICE
B/O: MRS. C. KOLNBERGER DIAMOND ARABIANS
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GOLD JUNIOR COLTS
MARWADEE DEL MAR

WADEE AL SHAQAB | AVALON KORTANA
B: MS. S. HERVIEU 00 - O: DELMAR ARABIANS TR DEL MAR ARABIANS

SILVER JUNIOR COLTS
BADI ATHBAH

EKS ALIHANDRO | FEDORA RG
B: H.R.H.P. ABDULAZIZ BIN AHMED BIN ABDULAZIZ AL SAUD ATHBAH STUD

O: H.E. SHEIKH NAWAF BIN NASSER AL THANI AL NASSER STUD

BRONZE JUNIOR COLTS
EMPEROR K.A.

QR MARC | EXPOSITA K.A.
B/O: MR. & MRS. GHEYSENS KNOCKE ARABIANS
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GOLD SENIOR MARES
AJ BARARI

VERVALDEE | LA BELLA VERSACE
B/O: H H SHEIKH AMMAR BIN HUMAID AL- NUAIMI AJMAN STUD

SILVER SENIOR MARES
EPICA K.A.

QR MARC | ESPADRILLA
B/O: MR. & MRS. GHEYSENS KNOCKE ARABIANS

BRONZE SENIOR MARES
QUESTURAT AL FAWAZ

AL RAHEEB AA | HV RAMSES MISHAALA
B: YASIN BAKER KFAR ARABE

O: MRS. NAYLA HAYEK HANAYA STUD
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GOLD SENIOR STALLIONS
EA ARJEN EL MARWTEYN

ZT MARWTEYN | ANCHOLY ALI
B/O: MRS. KATHRIN HAMPE KLINGEBIEL EOS ARABIANS

SILVER SENIOR STALLIONS
JAYAN DE NAUTIAC

SHAEL DREAM DESERT | JOUMALIA NAUTIAC
B: MME RACHEL BOURASSE 

O: MR. & MRS. GHEYSENS KNOCKE ARABIANS

BRONZE SENIOR STALLIONS
SARI ALO WANAH

ALFONZO | OFW ANNICA
B: MR. ABDULLAH NASER AL KHALED

O: MR. ABDULLATEEF BASHEER ALRASHEEDI AL BASHEER ARABIANS
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HOLLAND’S BEST
BEST FOAL / HENNIE KUIJF TROPHY

JAYDAN’S YULIAH
RFI FARID | FORELOCK’S YULIETTE - B/O: MR. R. PIETERSEN & MS. J. VISSER JAYDAN ARABIANS

LIBERTY CHAMPIONSHIP
ESFAHAN

EKSTERN | EL FATHA
B: SK JANOW PODLASKI SK JANOW PODLASKI

O: MR. KOEN HENNEKENS

BEST IN SHOW 
MOST CLASSIC HEAD

EA ARJEN EL MARWTEYN
ZT MARWTEYN | ANCHOLY ALI - B/O: MRS. KATHRIN HAMPE KLINGEBIEL EOS ARABIANS
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GELDINGS CHAMPIONSHIP
EROGANT

WH JUSTICE | RAVILLE
B/O: MRS. M. VAN DUYVENBODE THE VAN DUYVENBODE FAMILY

PRESENTATION 
AL SHAHANIA STUD

LUIGI
KANZ ALBIDAYER | LOLITA

LIBERTY CHAMPIONSHIP
ESFAHAN

EKSTERN | EL FATHA
B: SK JANOW PODLASKI SK JANOW PODLASKI

O: MR. KOEN HENNEKENS

CLASSIC PLEASURE
AR SINAN AZIM

AR SIVMAYALL | CHANTALS AZIZA
B: MRS. Y. LOPEZ VAN BREEMEN

O: COMBINATIE DE BRUIN/ TEIJGELER


